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LETT I TOR 
0 ne of the most remarkable things about 
being a journalist is the fact that you exist 
simultaneously as both a creature of the present and 
the past. On the one hand you're a man constantly 
reporting on the trends and events of today, 
distilling valuable information to the readers of the 
here and now. But on the other hand, you're also 
an archivist and historian, and the words you write 
today will soon belong to the ages. Weeks, months, 
and years pass, and your once up-to-the-minute 
articles decay into dated relics of a long forgotten 
time. 
I'm a bit of an amateur historian myself, so I 
like to occasionally read the Other Press archives 
and the archives of the good old Peak up at SFU. 
When one seeks to unravel the sordid history of 
BC's student movement, student newspapers rarely 
disappoint. 
The Other Press has disappointed in the last two 
years, however. From May of 2005 to January of 
2007 the Douglas College Student Union was in 
the throngs of a hugely significant and destructive 
financial scandal-a scandal that would eventually 
gamer coverage in all major BC news outlets and 
even the occasional magazine or newspaper in 
some other province, too. If student unions.are 
ever abolished in British Columbia, or otherwise 
fall victim to some manner of harsh government-
led restructuring, it will be in no small part due to 
the shenanigans that transpired at Douglas in that 
period. 
I will readily admit that during that period 
of time we, as the student newspaper, did not 
give the scandal anywhere near the coverage it 
deserved. I'm sad to say this fact has now become 
something of an open secret among politically-
minded students. Last week, for instance, I was 
at a DSU board meeting and Laura Anderson, a 
Corrections 
visiting representative of the K wantlen Students' 
Association, asked me whether or not our scandal 
coverage sucked because the OP was part of some 
high-level conspiracy. With a straight face, she 
asked whether or not my paper had deliberately 
suppressed coverage of the scandal because we 
had some sort of "deal" worked out with Joey 
Hansen, the embattled central figure of the whole 
crisis. Apparently this is actually rumour going 
around in some circles. 
I laughed, because it was so absurd to hear. 
But also a sad commentary on the OP. When 
you fail so badly entire conspiracy theories are 
cobbled together to explain your conduct, you 
know you've done something wrong. 
The real explanation for our poor coverage is 
far less glamorous. In those days, many of us at 
the Other Press were simply not terribly interested 
or knowledgeable about student politics, and even 
less motivated to learn. Oh sure, we churned out 
the occasional article here and there, but there was 
no strong leadership on the story, and we certainly 
did not treat the matter as the priority we should 
have. The scandal required attention, research, and 
dedication, and though we all had these qualities 
in abundance for matters that interested us 
personally, the boring, distant DSU was stuck with 
the short end of the reportage stick. 
I mention all this not out of bitterness or spite. 
I'm certainly not proud of what happened, and 
should I ever be called up to testify, I might even 
point a finger or two. But ultimately, I bring 
this up out of a sense of historical obligation. 
Students who were around in those days deserve 
an explanation of why they were learning more 
about their school affairs from Global News than 
the local paper, and so do future generations who 
might someday naively try to use the Other Press 
as reference when the time comes to write the 
official story of the scandal. 
The Other Press has always been a tremendous 
newspaper, and I honestly believe it's one of the 
finest student publications anywhere. Yet when it 
came to covering the one matter we should have 
done best-an on-campus scandal-we failed, and 
I apologize on the paper's behalf. 
We've learned from this history, which 
hopefully makes us less doomed to repeat it. 
J.J. McCullough 
Editor-in-Chief of the Other Press 
Student politics can be confusing, especially when names and dates are 
involved. In the two previous issues, I made two errors in regards to the 
latter. 
In t~e September 27 issue I wrongly wrote that Marne Jensen, the DSU 
rece1ver-manager, was appointed in January of 2006. The correct date 
was January of 2007. I made the same mistake in the October 4 issue 
when I referred to her being appointed in September of2007. Future 
generations, this is why you must always double-check your primary 
sources. 
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News 
DSU Caught in the Middle as 
Kwantlen Student Union 
Seeks to Embarrass CFS 
Kwantlen aims to make details of 2006 DSU scandal public at CFS meeting 
By JJ McCullough, Editor-in-Chief 
A motion for an upcoming 
meeting of the Canadian Federation 
of Students that strongly criticized the 
troubled past of the Douglas College 
Students' Union was unanimously 
denounced by a DSU board meeting last 
week. The controversial motion is part 
of a larger package scheduled to be put 
forth by the student union of K wantlen 
University College, whose board is 
dominated by individuals critical of the 
CFS. Both Kwantlen and Douglas are 
members of the Canadian Federation of 
Students, a national umbrella group that 
many student unions across the country 
belong to. Once a year, the organization 
holds a national general meeting during 
which any member union can propose 
motions for other members to vote on. 
The 12'h motion of the K wantlen 
Students ' Association's package is 
entitled "Douglas Students ' Union" 
and consists of an elaborate, 38-
clause statement providing a lengthy 
chronology of the controversial and 
complex events that consumed the 
DSU's operations from May of 2005 to 
January of 2006. During that period of 
time the DSU had its funding suspended 
by the administration of Douglas 
College after the union failed to provide 
financial audits to the College Board, 
as required by law. The suspension 
of funds threw the DSU into virtual 
bankruptcy and significant political 
turmoil , and it was in this context that 
the Canadian Federation of Students 
intervened. 
Much of the K wantlen motion deals 
with this period of CFS involvement, 
and is particularly critical of a $200,000 
loan the CFS' BC component gave to 
the DSU over the course of late 2005. 
The loan is slammed for having been 
authorized in a secretive manner, with 
the CFS being accused of "propping up 
the Douglas Students ' Union when it 
was grossly mismanaged." 
The motion also criticizes the 
DSU's current court-appointed receiver-
manager. Marne Jensen, as being an 
unfit appointment, and portrays her 
nomination-which was secured 
through CFS involvement in a court 
case between the DSU and Douglas 
College-as a CFS-backed attempt to 
install a partisan loyalist and prevent 
oversight. 
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Titus Gregory, the architect of the controversial motion 
The Kwantlen motion was largely 
written by Titus Gregory, a crusading 
anti-CFS blogger and activist who is 
currently employed by the Kwantlen 
student association as a "policy 
analyst." A prominent figure in BC 
student politics, Gregory is well 
known for obtaining and publicizing 
embarrassing or damaging documents 
that offer revealing insights into the 
often secretive bureaucracies of student 
unions. Last spring Gregory spent over 
$300 of his own money to personally 
obtain all public court documents 
relating to the case of the DSU v. 
Douglas College; documents which 
were clearly used to provide many of 
the facts cited in his motion. 
On October 3 the Douglas Students' 
Union held a board meeting attended by 
Laura Anderson, the Kwant! en Students ' 
Association's external relations officer, 
to discuss the contentious "Motion 
12". Despite Anderson's efforts to 
justify the motion as a way to demand 
CFS accountability, the DSU board 
eventually voted unanimously to 
denounce the motion, in a rare move 
that even united both anti and pro-
CFS board members. Chief among the 
complaints were accusations that the 
motion was needlessly embarrassing 
to the current DSU, and continued to 
foster a negative public image of the 
union. No one associated with the 
scandal of the previous year is currently 
on the DSU board, all of whom were 
elected promising to "clean up" the 
problems of the past. "This is going 
backwards instead of forwards," said 
Ally MacGrotty, the current DSU 
external relations officer. Others argued 
the actionable items of the Kwantlen 
motion- which call for the censuring 
of the entire CFS national executive as 
punishment for their involvement in the 
loan controversy- were too harsh. 
At this point the DSU's opposition 
is largely symbolic. Speaking to the 
Other Press, Laura Anderson said the 
highly critical nature of the motion 
makes it very unlikely to be approved at 
the CFS general meeting in November, 
but suggested Kwantlen's efforts were 
largely symbolic as well. "This is half 
about history and half about financial 
accountability," she said. "It's important 
to maintain that there's a history and it's 
shady and the CFS had something to do 
with it." 
CFS officials have traditionally 
argued the DSU scandal was largely 
triggered by the administrators of 
Douglas College who overstepped their 
authorities in cutting off funds to the 
DSU, with the CFS then intervening 
to help alleviate the situation in a time 
of crisis. Titus Gregory has in tum 
accused the CFS of trying to "re-write 
the history" of the DSU scandal in 
order to misrepresent the nature of CFS 
involvement. 
Even if the K wantlen motion fails, 
Gregory's lengthy chronology will 
presumably remain achieved in CFS 
meeting minutes as a defeated motion, 
which Anderson suggested is in itself a 
small victory. 
The K wantlen Student Association 
was rocked by its own financial scandal 
last year, which critics have also 
attempted to link to the CFS. In the 
aftermath, a strongly anti-CFS board 
was elected to power, and a referendum 
on leaving the CFS altogether will be 
voted on by students in 2008. 
Booze Flows More Freely in 
Western Canada: Study 
By Margaret Sheridan, lnterrobang (Fanshawe College) 
LONDON (CUP) - Canadians like 
their beer, or at least that 's what we're 
led to believe. A new cross-country 
survey has shown that some Canadians 
appreciate their alcohol more than 
others. 
According to the research done for 
the Canadian Journal of Psychiatry, 
Ontario and Quebec have the lowest 
rate of substance abuse. In most of 
the western provinces, however, the 
numbers are higher than the national 
average. 
"Geography tends to be ignored 
in this kind of [study]," said Scott 
Veldhuizen, co-author of "Geographical 
Variation in the Prevalence of 
Problematic Substance Use in Canada." 
"We tend to treat the country as 
homogeneous, but we know from 
existing work that there are usually 
differences between regions." 
The study showed that rates tended 
to be lower in central Canada, and 
higher in the west. The average rate 
of substance abuse in Canada hovered 
NDP Shadow 
Cabinet Retains 
Key Posts for 
Local MPs 
By JJ McCullough, Editor-in-Chief 
F ederal NDP leader Jack Layton 
shuffled his shadow cabinet last week, 
reassigning critic responsibilities among 
his 30-member parliamentary caucus. 
Despite the shake-up, the duties of most 
of the NDP's senior BC MPs remain 
unchanged, including the two NDP MPs 
in charge of the two ridings that house 
the dual campuses of Douglas College. 
Dawn Black, whose New 
Westminster-Coquitlam riding contains 
the David Lam campus, will continue 
to serve as NDP defence critic, while 
Peter Julian, who represents the district 
containing the New West campus, has 
been re-appointed as critic responsible 
for international trade and the 
Olympics. 
PD 
around 11 percent. 
The highest average was in 
Saskatchewan at just under 14 percent 
average and the lowest in Quebec at 
approximately nine per cent. 
The study surprised many people 
by showing that alcohol abuse is less 
common in large urban centres than 
their mid-sized counterparts. The study 
revealed that the lowest rate of abuse 
was found in Toronto at a mere 7.8 
percent, and Montreal at 8.1 percent 
Mid-sized cities weighed in at an 
average of 12.6 percent. 
"It wasn't entirely surprising though 
since the situation is quite similar with, 
for example, crime which is also highest 
in mid-sized cities, not in Toronto and 
Montreal," Veldhuisen said. 
Another reason Veldhuisen 
speculates behind the lower rates 
in large cities is correlated to the 
immigrant population. 
"Immigrants tend to settle first 
in major cities," said Veldhuizen. 
"Immigrants, and especially recent 
immigrants, tend to have low levels 
of substance use problems. Beyond 
that, there are a lot of possibilities. 
People in these cities tend to be a 
little better-off economically and to 
have more education, and, of course, 
it's been argued that there are also 
more possibilities for recreation and 
entertainment." 
The study also revealed that students 
tend to be more susceptible to becoming 
substance abusers than the majority of 
the population, complementing data 
collected in 2002 by Statistics Canada. 
"In terms of prevalence, we had 
three percent of men 15-years and 
older were alcohol dependant," said 
Michael Tjepkema, who works as part 
of Statistic Canada's Health Statistics 
Division. 
"For women that value was 1.3 
percent. But in terms of the university 
population, those aged 20 to 24, both 
sexes combined, was 8.6 percent, which 
was the highest prevalence of all the 
age groups we looked at." 
"Problems of the kind we' re 
looking at are most common among 
young people," explained Veldhuizen. 
"Especially among young men. We 
found that rates rise sharply in the late 
teens, peak around age 20, and then fall 
off again." 
"The people who were most likely 
to be alcohol dependant are the 20-24 
year olds," explained Tjepkema. "Never 
married, which is also correlated 
with the age. They were people who 
have some post-secondary, so they ' re 
probably still in school. The main 
bridge factor would be those young 
adults." 
"It seems that demographic and 
income differences may play a role," 
said Veldhuizen. "But there 's still a 
difference that after we take all that 
sort of thing into account. So we end 
up speculating. Cultural differences, 
income inequality and other economic 
differences, local policy [alcohol tax, 
restrictions on availability] are all 
possibilities." 
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News 
Repression in 
Burma Garners 
·Worldwide 
Attention 
By JJ McCullough, Editor-in-Chief 
A harsh crackdown on protesting 
monks in the small East Asian nation 
of Burma has triggered worldwide 
attention and condemnation-including 
some voices close to home. 
A former British colony, Burma 
has been under harsh authoritarian 
rule for most of its independence. 
After a brief stint with democracy in 
the 1950's, the elected government 
was toppled and run for 26 years by 
the radical general Ne Win, who, 
with Chinese backing, launched an 
ill-fated attempt to restructure the 
economy along communist lines. Ne 
Win stepped down in 1988, allowing 
other senior generals to take control. 
Led by Than Shwe, the current head 
of state, the new junta renamed the 
country "Myanmar" and scaled back 
many of Win's socialist reforms, but 
retained tight control over the populace. 
Democratic elections were attempted in 
1990, but then immediately invalidated 
when the opposition National League 
of Democracy, led by Aung San Suu 
Kyi, the charismatic daughter of one of 
Burma's independence leaders, won an 
unexpected landslide. Kyi is now under 
house arrest, but opposition efforts in 
the country continue to flare up from 
time to time. 
6 
The most recent protests began in 
late August, as citizens in the country's 
largest city, Rangoon, took to the streets 
to complain about rising fuel prices. 
As the weeks progressed the protests 
escalated into more general themes, 
and in mid-September a vital turning 
point occurred when thousands of 
normally apolitical Buddhist monks 
began to join the public calls for 
democracy and political reform. The 
military is said to have launched a harsh 
crackdown on the so-called "Saffron 
Revolution," but exact details-such 
as exact totals of those arrested or 
killed-remain unclear. Burma is one of 
the world's most isolated and secretive 
countries, with media entirely state-run 
and virtually no publicly accessible 
internet. Most coverage of the crisis 
in mainstream media outlets has come 
largely from underground sources, as 
few western journalists have been able 
to infiltrate the country on their own. 
In BC, the Vancouver Art Gallery 
was a scene of protest last Saturday as 
dozens of activists engaged in a two-
hour protest of the Burmese situation, 
as part of a "Day of International 
Action for a Free Burma." Over 200 
people, including many Burmese-
Canadians, descended on the damp 
steps of the gallery to voice anger at 
the unfolding crisis. Similar protests 
/ 
were held simultaneously in many other 
provinces, as weH as the United States, 
Europe, Australia, and Asia. 
Online efforts have been 
considerable as weB-last month UBC 
student Alex Bookbinder started a 
Thousands of monks take to the 
streets in Rangoon, Burma. 
Facebook group entitled "Support the 
monks protest in Burma" which now 
contains over 330,000 members around 
the world. 
Opinions 
In Defense of Bathroom Graffiti 
By Rosie Jacobs 
While taking a quick washroom 
break in the third floor girl's washroom 
of the New West campus, I couldn't 
help but notice a lively debate written in 
pink sharpie across the stall door. The 
issue began innocently enough with one 
anonymous girl asking anyone looking 
for a good time to call the following 
number. Then, suddenly, the wall took 
a sharp tum when someone replied to 
the invitation with the following ironic 
retort: "When you write on the bathroom 
stalls, the college has to pay to re-paint 
the washrooms, which takes money from 
students and taxpayers. So think about 
that the next time you decide to write on 
the stalls." 
Unfortunately, the argument was 
short lived as janitorial staff shortly 
thereafter re-shielded the wall with a 
fresh coat of standard washroom-stall 
brown. However, the question remains: 
do students gain anything from these 
messages, or are they just graffiti that 
cost the students and taxpayers countless 
dollars? Personally, I think we could all 
benefit from a bit of washroom reading 
material. 
If you think about the "ideal" state of 
our school washrooms, the walls would 
consist of standardized, white tile sinks 
and walls, with a neat row of bathroom 
stalls dressed up in a very lively mud-
brown-and of course let's not forget 
the rigid line of brown tiles along the 
"The notes scribbled along the walls 
are not, at times, the politest decor, but 
it certainly is better than nothing." 
walls for a bit of flavor. In short, the 
washrooms would be very bland, stiff, 
and not the least bit colorful. Let me ask 
you: is that the way you would want your 
college to be? Certainly I don't. 
College is supposed to be a place 
where students comes to expand their 
minds and horizons and I believe the 
only way we grow as individuals is 
through the chance to be creative. Our 
campus is already composed of bricks 
and cement; do we really need to 
further this cold, tasteless atmosphere 
by painting our walls off-white and 
our washrooms brown? Certainly, 
the classrooms that are the most 
intellectually stimulating are the ones 
that have windows, or at least some sort 
of poster, to contrast with the plain field 
of the wall. So is it not preferable to enter 
a washroom that is alive with color rather 
than one that imamates a broom closet? 
True, the notes scribbled along the walls 
are not, at times, the politest decor, but it 
certainly is better than nothing. 
Not only do these messages create a 
more colorful and creative atmosphere 
in our washrooms, they also spread new 
ideas and arouse arguments; at least 
this particular debate got me to think. A 
stall without graffiti is like a classroom 
where no one talks ; the class passes 
awkwardly in a routine and rather dull 
fashion. A stall with graffiti, however, 
is like a classroom where everyone is 
engaged in lively debate and discussion; 
the class passes with increased speed and 
undoubtedly is more interesting. In that 
way, washroom graffiti isn't all that bad 
if it at least gets one person to think. 
Many great masters such as Basquiat 
started off as mere graffiti artists. So 
which is more important, saving a 
few dollars, or releasing creativity and 
discussion in our college? I, for one, will 
not be missing my money. 
What's up? The decline of social 
communication, that's what! 
By Nicole Skutelnik 
L this decade of technology-driven 
entertainment, today's children will 
inevitably face the wrath of obesity, 
diabetes-induced blindness, and social 
ineptitude. But that doesn't mean those 
of us born in the 90s, 80s, or even 50s 
have escaped techno-fever. 
Nowadays, face-to-face 
communication has taken a hard hit from 
the growing typing and texting trends, 
to TV and internet-generated slang have 
taken over our spoken vocabulary. 
The most obvious communication 
disaster provoked from small-screen 
sources is what I call the "walk and 
talk," which occurs when two people, 
acquaintances or strangers, walk toward 
each other. Once they see each other, 
they spend the duration of the approach 
averting their eyes, checking their 
watches, or fiddling with their phones. 
Finally, as they are within speaking 
distance of one another, one says, 
"what's up?" 
Now, stop here. Have you ever found 
yourself in this situation? 
There is about two seconds during 
the "walk and talk" where the people 
are within speaking distance, and in 
those two seconds, both people are 
expected to exchange greetings. When 
the first person offers a "what's up?" 
the second must choose from an array 
of possible responses. For example, the 
most common response to "what's up?" 
is "nothing," or "not much." However, 
to be polite, the response should be 
countered with the question "what's up 
with you?" But unfortunately, in the time 
of the "walk and talk," such small chat is 
impossible. 
But now "what's up?" is evolving, 
slurred into "sup?" the one word, slang 
version of the greeting. An acceptable 
response to this is usually "hi," "hello," 
or simply a repeat of the greeting of 
"sup?" 
However, during these verbal 
transactions, you must consider the 
possibility, though unlikely, that a person 
saying, "what's up?" to you may actually 
be asking, "what's directly overhead?" 
In order to respond appropriately in the 
allotted time, you must be aware of your 
surroundings-which, in this day of 
communicating via technology, we seem 
to forget because we are so used to the 
safe environment of our computer rooms. 
Take note of what is above you, whether 
it is a chipped ceiling tile, a telephone 
wire, or a cloud shaped like a duck- this 
way, you'll be prepared to respond 
within the two-second timeframe. 
To remedy the burden of this 
communicative struggle, I suggest we 
do away with the greeting of "what's 
up?" altogether. A simple "hey" is more 
effective, not to mention one syllable 
shorter than the alternative. But perhaps 
even a smile would be sufficient-
everyone knows the value of an honest 
smile. A simple upturned-twitch at the 
comers of your mouth is a much more 
powerful greeting than "what's up?" and 
can boost the recipient's mood, as well as 
his or her confidence. 
Let's reinvent the way we 
communicate before we are infected with 
techno-fever; or sooner or later, we'll all 
be talking in acronyms. 
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Opinions 
Worshiping False 
Idols with False 
Eyelashes 
By Laura Kelsey, Opinions Editor 
B ritney Spears is big news-
whether she is dancing or driving, 
lip-synching or drinking-and anyone 
who stands within a few metres of any 
media source is well versed in her life. 
It is common pitfall of celebrity that 
with fame comes a bit of shame- but 
Brit makes sure that her dose of disgrace 
is higher than any 
pop " idol" before 
her, causing many to 
wonder if she is trying 
to advertise for the 
SPCA with all of the 
pussy she has been 
flashing. 
So why does the 
general public care so 
much about Britney's 
spearhole? Are people 
that nosy? Do folks 
actually care about 
the fame-whores they 
fervently follow, or is 
it as ca e of waiting for 
the stars to crash and 
burn? 
Our obsession with 
fame surely shows the 
state of society, and, 
channelling Socrates, 
should beg each of us 
to wonder "What is 
the life that is worth 
living?" if we have this 
much time and money 
to waste on trash. 
The life that is 
worth living has surpassed mere survival 
and rewritten the definition of success, 
meaning that although most people. in 
Western civilization are not struggling 
for food and water in the natural sense, 
modem humanity is faced with the new 
challenge of higher-stakes living. 
Evolving pressures in the home and 
workplace give hectic atmosphere t? our 
current lives, and during our downtime 
we don't want more real world anxiety-
we want to relax. and switch our tired 
minds away from our problems. 
This means scrutinizing the lives 
of others, mainly the rich and famous, 
and relishing in their falls from grace. 
Tabloid journalism is about distraction, 
not morals. Their publications are the 
furthest thing from ethical reading as 
one can get. The timeless quest for the 
"meaning of life" has been blotted out 
by Tara Reid's disfigured nipple, and 
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any major life solutions discovered ~y 
the more-enlightened humans are bemg 
drowned out by hordes of American Idol 
contestants. 
Culture also plays a role in our fame 
fascination. North America has been 
a cultural melting pot for centuries, 
and many average white mutts do n?t 
have a history or background of their 
own. While the 
Chinese have their 
traditions and the 
Scandinavians have 
their folklore, the 
mixed ancestry 
youth of the US and 
Canada have adopted 
a celebrity culture 
in lieu of ancient 
ceremonies -
shallow roots will 
grasp at anything to 
stabilize themselves, 
and modem man has 
chosen simplicity 
and scandal to 
worship. 
When someone 
reads perezhilton. 
com, it is not to "test 
their own standards 
of morals and 
principals," as Trina 
McQueen wrote of 
tabloid journalism 
in The Globe and 
Mail-it is to get 
dirt, plain and 
_ simple. When Kevin 
Neuman of Global National segues from 
coverage on riots in Paris, Fr~c~ to . 
Paris Hilton 's new court date, It IS to give 
the television audience a intermission 
from the horrors of the world- take a 
break, and chew on this celebrity for a 
bit and then we'll be back with more re~ news that, although it is stressful, is 
real news. 
Britney lost her babies, but so 
have a million mothers in the Middle 
East-mothers who acrually wanted 
their kids. As bad asK-fed is a rapper, 
he doesn 't seem the type to behead his 
own children, so Brit shouldn' t be too 
worried and neither should outsiders; it's 
not really our business, anyways .. But, 
perhaps it's that intimate connection we 
have with Britney 's boys that has the 
public in such an uproar-don' t forget, 
we 've all seen what those babies came 
out of, and, as scary as it is, we can't 
wait to see more. 
Nothing Slow 
About· Korea! 
Sunny Side Up 
By Sunny Park 
I was recently downloading a movie 
from the internet. I love movies, and 
I often watch as many as four films a 
week. Well, it may be hard to believe, 
but it took me more than seven hours 
to download the movie! That's too 
slow. Far too slow. For several hours I 
Googled the problem, trying to find an 
answer. Eventllally I discovered that 
there is in fact no way to dramatically 
improve my internet connec~on. ~ell, 
there actllally is one way. It IS drastic, but 
I like speed. I'm moving to Korea. 
Whoa! I can hear you saying "Sunny, 
you've flipped. You can't be serious. 
No one leaves Canada just for a better 
internet connection." Well, the joke's on 
you, because I'm blowing this pop stand. 
I've made plans to leave in February, and 
I think you should come with me. We 
can enjoy a super-fast connection speed 
with an inexpensive and practical 
way of accessing their city. B~fore the 
reconstruction, Seoul was a rughtrnare 
for commuters. Commuters would be 
sruck in seemingly endless traffic for 
up to five hours a day. The pollution 
made by these cars was terrible, and 
contributed much to the world's 
impression of Seoul as a dirty city. 
Today, thanks to the redesign, people 
spend an average of only one hour 
commuting to and from work. The 
amount of pollution has decreased. 
With less time spent stllck in traffic, 
the citizens of Seoul are able spend 
more time engaged in leisure acti.vitie~, 
enjoying life in their clean, beau~ful city. 
Koreans are very proud of theu 
history, and nowhere is this more 
evident than Seoul. Special palaces such 
as Kyung- Bok and K~g~ Hee ar~ 
visited by more than a milliOn tounsts 
together. But there 's "Believe it or not, even 
more to Korea than 
every year. These 
palaces celebrate 
the past glory of 
Korean monarchy. 
The long tradition 
of Buddhism is 
symbolized in the 
Han-Bok temple. 
just the best Internet the stalls in Korean 
in the world. A bit . h ,/+. 
more Googling, and publzc was rooms OJJer 
I learned more about an internet connection! " 
my soon-to-be new 
home. 
South Korea has changed 
dramatically over the last 50 years. 
Emerging from the horrors of the 
Korean War in 1953, the economy of 
Korea was flattened, remaining on par 
with India for several decades. With a 
combination of hard work on the part 
of its citizens, coupled with strong and 
wise government, the Kore~ of t~y 
is often referred to as an Asian Tiger. 
Koreans place a high value on modem 
technology, public transportation, and the 
history of the country. No city in South 
Korea exemplifies these things as much 
as the capital, Seoul. 
The world is in the midst of an 
information age, and the internet is the 
driving force. Nowhere in the world 
is the internet more developed than 
in Seoul. People can use the internet 
anywhere in Seoul because almost every 
restaurant and coffee shop provides 
wireless internet. Believe it or not, even 
the stalls in the public washrooms offer 
an internet connection! Also, Korean 
internet companies have succeeded 
in making the' internet as practical as 
possible for everyone in the country. 
Korean people can do many thing~ 
through the internet such as shoppm~, 
watching TV, gambling, and counseling. 
They can even control their entire 
home 's electric system through the 
internet. It is very useful when people 
leave their house but forget to rum 
· something off. 
Along with a highly developed . 
internet system, the public transpo~tlon 
in South Korea is some of the best m 
the world. Redesigned in 2005, this 
system provides the citizens of Seoul 
Built over 2000 years ago by a group 
of colourfully dressed and devoted 
Buddhist monks, this temple has been 
the site of countless important religious 
events. This temple was recently 
declared World Historic site by the 
United Nations. 
You and I will have a great future 
ahead of us. Clearly, Seoul has a lot 
going for it. Seoul is the city with th~ 
modem technology, great transportation 
and tluilling history. Along with chea~ 
booze and hot sex, it is what makes this 
city such a fun place to be. And those 
lights are never ever going to be turned 
off. 
Walking the Walk 
to End Breast 
Cancer 
By Pamela Findling 
Two years ago, my husband and I 
decided to participate in The Weekend 
to End Breast Cancer, an international, 
60 km, 2 day walk. We raised $4200 and 
were part of an incredible movement to 
bring awareness to breast cancer. 
Unlike most of the participants in 
the Weekend to End Breast Cancer, 
my husband and I do not personally 
know anyone who has suffered from 
this horrible disease. But with statistics 
saying that one in nine women is 
expected to get breast cancer, we knew 
that we had just been lucky so far and we 
wanted to do what we could to help. 
We started training in February of 
that year for the walk in Calgary, where 
we were living at the time. Considering 
winter temperatures there often reach 
25 below, it was probably not the best 
place to take up long-distance walking. 
However, we decided it was a small 
sacrifice so we bundled up and headed 
out for a walk every night. 
Then there was the fundraising. 
We baked pink ribbon cookies and 
sold them. We asked friends, family, 
and strangers for money and we were 
shocked at how generous people were. 
It was heartwarming to see a little girl 
buy a cookie from us, and fantastic when 
a young guy surprised us with a $100 
cheque. Nearly everyone, it seemed, was 
affected by breast cancer in some way. 
The weekend of the walk was 
humbling. During the opening 
ceremonies, the flag was carried in by 
children who had lost their mothers to 
breast cancer. They stood at the front of 
thousand of participants and talked about 
what this weekend meant to them and 
how much they missed their mothers. 
It was a solemn but inspiring moment 
and there were very few dry eyes in the 
building. 
The event was incredibly well 
organized. There were regular pitstops 
with food, drinks, and entertainment; 
and countless volunteers and bystanders 
cheered us on every step of the way. 
And the walkers were amazing. Many 
of them had t-shirts with pictures of 
mothers and daughters and sisters pinned 
to them. Some of the walkers had no 
hair; some of them had boas and funny 
bras with matching shirts. All of them 
laughed. There was fantastic energy and 
a spirit of camaraderie. We were all there 
for different reasons, but we were all 
making a difference. 
One of the people we met was 
Debbie. Debbie had two children and 
was a breast cancer survivor. She had 
raised over $40,000 for the Weekend 
to End Breast Cancer. For the past few 
months everything she did was about the 
event. She asked everyone she met for 
money or help in some way. She took out 
ads in the paper. She acted as a mentor 
and training leader to other participants 
and encouraged everyone to do the walk 
with her. She was determined that her 
daughters would not go through the same 
thing she had and wanted to eradicate the 
disease. 
When we made it back home after 
the first day of walking, I was tired and 
not feeling well. Unfortunately, I started 
feeling sicker and I ended up going to 
see the doctor. It turns out that despite 
drinking lots of water and Gatorade, I 
was seriously dehydrated. I couldn't 
figure out why until I mentioned to 
the doctor that I was breast feeding. 
Suddenly, everyone understood-! 
needed extra hydration because my body 
was still producing milk. It was ironic 
that at an event to raise money for breast 
cancer, my very healthy breasts were the 
cause of dehydration for me. 
I wasn't able to do the remaining 25 
km the next day because I was too sick. 
My husband stayed home to nurse me 
back to health. We were disappointed 
that we didn't finish the walk, but we 
have vowed to participate again another 
year. We are still proud to have been 
involved in the Weekend to End Breast 
Cancer and to have raised over $4000 for 
breast cancer research. 
I encourage everyone to find out 
what you can do to help-and then do 
it. If you are interested in participating 
in the Weekend to End Breast Cancer 
next summer, either as a walker or as a 
volunteer, please visit www.endcancer. 
ca. 
& Dr. Marilyn Fairchild 
I'm Anal About the Anal 
Dear Dr. Sex, 
I am a 24-year-old guy with an unusual desire. As a heterosexual white 
male, most people do not suspect that I might enjoy having a thing or two 
crammed up my ass. But I do. I love it; I need it! I have become so inclined 
to masturbate while probing my asshole that now I can't get off without anal 
stimulation. My female partner, however, is not impressed by rectum play, 
and I think she is getting increasingly uncomfortable. I've even gone as far 
as buying a strap-on that she could pound me in the ass with-but so far, she 
hasn't been up for it, and I've had to fuck my own ass. Should I dump the 
anal or dump the girl? 
-Bum Boy 
Dr. Fairchild: BB, I'm glad you sent this letter. We get a lot of queries from 
women and homosexual males about anal sex, but not a lot of questions 
fromhetero-men that like to receive in the bum-when really it is much 
more common than most realize. 
Dr. Sex: Should the fact that we don't receive questions from heterosexual 
men that like getting anal sex be a hint that BB probably has sexuality 
issues? 
Dr. Fairchild: No, Dr. Sex. Don't play dumb or be macho about this-you 
know as well as I do that a guy feeding his brown-mouth a finger or two 
while masturbating is not unusual. And it is a natural feeling to want his 
partner to share in the fun. 
Dr. Sex: I will agree that there are a lot of nerve endings in the anus that feel 
great when licked-I'm never one to tum down a rim-job. And then there's 
that whole "milking the colon thing" .... but still, it's hard to shake the 
creepy feeling when someone attempts to break into your servant's entrance. 
Dr. Fairthild: Dominance is also an issue when it comes to handing over 
the reigns, or the strap-on in this case ... 
Dr. Sex: ... yeah ... penetration is for bitches. 
Dr. Fairchild: Not necessarily. Equal turns on top in the bedroom may 
actually help your relationship in the long run. Wearing a strap-on could 
give your womao more self-confidence ... 
Dr. Sex: .•. or bladc:mail material if* gets it on tape. BB, rd be c::amful of 
w.h.om you let poua.d out your loose com-make sure you trust tbil gid! 
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Ever Get the Feeling You've 
Been Cheated? 
The Spirit of 77 and the Rise of Punk Rock 
By Luke Simcoe, A&E Editor 
The year is 1m. The world is 
disillusioned by a phony president and 
a phony war. The social movements of 
the 1960s have faded. "Recession" is the 
word of the day. Political machinations are 
setting the table for the eventual arrival of 
Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. 
Fleetwood Mac's Rumours-a record 
about cocaine and high-maintenance 
relationships -is the year's best-
selling record. Star Wars wows 
audiences all over the western 
world. Elvis dies. And punk rock 
is born. 
October 28, 2007 will mark 
the 3()'h anniversary of The Sex 
Pistols' landmark debut (and only 
full-length record), Never Mind the 
Bollocks. While not technically the 
first punk album- The Ramones 
were there first, and earlier groups 
like The Velvet Underground 
and MC5 had already laid the 
groundwork-it was able to 
articulate the sentiment of this new 
movement more forcefully and 
more clearly than anything that had 
come before it 
The story of The Sex Pistols is 
a short and sordid one. The locus 
of the band was SEX, a punk and 
fetish clothing store in London 
owned by Malcolm McLaren's and 
Vivienne Westwood. The store was a focal 
point for London's burgeoning "punk" 
scene, and many notable members, 
including Siouxsie Sioux, Billy Idol, and 
Mick Jones (of The Oash) frequented the 
establishment. McLaren, who had been 
the one-time manager ofTbe New York 
Dolls, saw the potential in the scene, and 
be seized the management reigns of a 
band called Tbe Strand wbicb featured 
future Pistols Steve Jooes and Paul Cook 
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on guitar and drums, respectively. 
After recruiting Glen Matlock on bass 
and Johnny Rotten on vocals, the band 
renamed themselves The Sex Pistols 
and began playing shows in the London 
area. The band was signed quickly, and 
dropped even quicker (for more info, see 
Pat McKenzie's Song of the Week) by 
EMI, and released their first single, the 
visceral and relentless "Anarchy in the 
UK" in 1976. Shortly after its release, the 
Pistols would appear on the BBC's Today 
program, and Steve Jones would call the 
host. Bill Grundy, a "fucking rotter," on 
live television. 
The band's line-up would solidify 
itself in 1m, when John Ritchie replaced 
Matlock on bass guitar. Ritchie, a friend 
of Rotten, would come to be known as 
Sid Vicious, and his brief tenure as a Sex 
Pistol would ultimately destroy him. 
Tbe Sex Pistol's second single, "God 
Save the Queen," which called the 
monarch a "moron," and accused her of 
running a "fascist regime," arrived just 
in time for Queen Elizabeth D's annual 
Jubilee (check out Mark Fisher's music 
video review for more info) in 1977. 
Although it was declared single of the 
year by Sound magazine, the song was so 
controversial that it led to violent attacks 
on punks in the streets of London. Rotten 
and Cook are among the victims of these 
random assaults. 
Amidst all this chaos, The Sex Pistols 
would release Never Mind the Bollocks on 
Virgin Records in the fall of '77. Rolling 
Stone would describe the sound of the 
album as "two subway trains crashing 
together under 40 feet of mud, victims 
screaming." Despite being called "a 
symptom of the way society is declining" 
by a Conservative British MP, the album 
bas gone on to be heralded as one of the 
most influential and important pieces of 
the contemporary popular culture puzzle. 
The record, and the band that penned it, 
have inspired countless other musicians, 
and been the subject of some 25 books and 
films. 
Unfortunately, the Pistols wouldn't 
remain a band long enough to see any of 
this impact. The band disbanded in the 
middle of their first and only American 
tour -a journey fraught with violent 
audiences, drugs, and in-fighting. 
Their final show occurred in San 
Francisco on January 14, 1978. 
The performance spawned Rotten's 
famous quote: "ever get the feeling 
you've been cheated?" a question 
which he posed to the audience before 
leaving the stage for the final time. 
Since then, Rotten has gone on to 
become something of a cultural icon, 
Jones hosts a popular radio show, and 
Glen Matlock and Paul Cook continue 
to pursue careers as musicians. Sid 
Vicious died of a heroin overdose on 
February 2, 1979 in New York. He 
was 21 , and on trial for the murder of 
his former girlfriend, Nancy Spungen. 
These five working class British 
kids would come to define an entire 
genre, and in some ways an entire 
generation. None of them asked 
for it, none of them wanted it, and 
ultimately they weren't able to handle the 
zeitgeist that they helped create. Sure, all 
of this happened before most of us were 
born, but if it helps you to understand the 
situation and significance, you can draw 
more than one parallel between the Pistols 
and Nirvana. 
Anyway, put on your boots, pull up your 
pants, and join us here at the OP as we 
wade knee deep into the filth and fury that 
was The Sex Pistols and the Spirit of ·n. 
JANUAilY I -London's first purely punk club, The Roxy, opens with two sets 
by The Clash. Sadly, the club lasts only 100 days. 
JANUAilY 8-EMI terminates their contmct with The Sex Pistols, citing 
negative publicity generated by the band's behaviour. 
JANUAilY Z'7 -The Clash sign with CBS Records for a 100,000 pound 
advance. Elvis Costello completes work on his first record, which would cost only 
800 pounds to record. 
FDaUOY 4-The Ramones open for Blue Oyster Cult in New York. 
n&aUABY Z4- Sid Vicious replaces Glen Madock as bassist for The Sex 
Pistols. The band's manager, Malcolm McLaren, claims Madock was fired 
because he liked The Beades. 
II.Ulal 9 -The Sex Pistols sign their second record contract, this time with 
A&M, outside Buckingham Palace. Within a week,A&M pays them 25,000 
pounds to terminate the contract. 
APaD. 8-The Clash's eponymous debut is released in Britain. 
JIJD 8-The police arrest 11 people following The Sex Pistol's performance of 
"God Save the Queen" on a river boat during the Queen's Jubilee. 
~ 8-h StrumJDer is anested fw spray-painting the Clash's name on a 
wallinlmdoa 
JIJD II- Johnny Rotten is attacked by skinheads outside a London pub. 
Pistols drummer Paul Cook would suffer a similar attack only a few days later. 
JULY 5 -Elvis Costello quits his day job as a computer operator for Elizabeth 
Arden to focus on music full-time. 
OCI'OBER II -Joan Jett and The Jam's Paul Weller appear on Tomorrow l-Wth 
Tom Snyder on NBC to discuss punk rock. Snyder degrades the genre, saying 
"there's no music. It's just chords and ranting and raving and putdowns." 
OCI'OBER Z8- Never Mind the Bollocks, Here~ the Sex Pistols is released on 
Vrrgin Records in the UK. 
DECEIIBEB I 0- Never Mind the Bollocks enters the American Billboard 
album chart. It peaks at No. 106. 
DECEIIBER I '7 -Elvis Costello defies NBC and plays "Radio Radio" during 
an appearance on Saturday Night Live. 
DECEMBER 31 -The Ramones record their show at the Rainbow in London. 
The recording becomes part of It~ Alive, the band's first live concert document. 
The Sex Pistols' 
''God Save The 
The Queen" 
Music On the (You)Tube 
By Mark Fisher 
W head anarchists who don't give a shit ben the Sex Pistols first hit the what anyone thinks about them. You 
scene in the latter half of the 1970s, the 
British people went hysterical, either 
out of fanatical devotion or disgust 
at "their society's decline." The Sex 
Pistols managed to scare, anger, and 
generally upset a lot of England's rule 
makers, and in doing so inspired the 
(mis)behaviors of almost every punk 
act to follow. In fact, I'd say that punk 
bands that followed 
can definitely see why they became 
one of the most imitated bands ever; 
what angry teenager wouldn't want this 
much attention while getting to be this 
irresponsible? 
And speaking of irresponsibility, it's 
worth noting that the entire band and 
some of their crew were arrested on 
June 7, 1977 for trying to play "God 
Save the Queen" on 
after them imitate the 
Pistols' attitude far 
more than do their 
"Just from listening to 
the first verse of this 
a boat in the River 
Thames during the 
Queen's Jubilee. 
· 1 It's no wonder the 
mus•c sty e. song, you can see why 
song was banned Which is a bloody 
shame, because 
musically "God Save 
the Queen" is a top-
notch song. The give-
so many British kids got by the BBC and 
Britain's Independent 
riled Up from this stuff. " Broadcasting 
and-go between guitarist Steve Jones' 
power chords and Johnny Rotten's nasal 
vocals on the first verse is probably one 
of the most raw and energetic opening 
verses of a song ever to be recorded, 
and the chemistry between the two 
occurs right in front of your eyes in the 
video. Just from listening to the first 
verse of this song, you can see why so 
many British kids got riled up from 
this stuff. Paul Cook was a monster on 
drums, and Sid Vicious ... well, let's just 
say that he managed to make it through 
the video without dropping his bass (of 
course, they probably recorded this in 
multiple takes). 
The video doesn't hide the fact 
that the music was pre-taped and that 
the band isn't actually playing-most 
modem videos do a better job of that-
but that doesn't take much away from 
the impact of the song, it just makes the 
Pistols look more like messed-in-the-
Authority. Even in 
the face of all this blatant censorship, 
the single still rocketed to the number 
two spot on the UK Singles Chart, and 
there's even a theory that it reached 
number one, but was purposefully 
held off by Rod Stewart's "I Don't 
Want to Think About It" for fear of the 
implications. 
If there was ever a video that could 
make the older generation scared of 
the one that would come next, this 
it. Johnny Rotten, beer can in hand, 
looking into the camera and snarling 
"No future" undoubtedly gave 
masses of people nightmares while 
simultaneously becoming a rallying cry 
for punks everywhere. While this won't 
have the same effect on anyone these 
days, this performance will always 
make a lasting impression and ensure 
that the Sex Pistols brief reign will be 
remembered long after their reunion 
tours are over. 
til. 
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"E.M.I." by The Sex Pistols 
Song of the Week 
By Patrick McKenzie 
Never Mind the Bollocks, Heres The 
Sex Pistols was released on October 28, 
1CJ77. Widely disparaged in its day by 
Conservative MPs and notable prog-rock 
band Genesis, the seminal English punk 
band's only proper release is now held up 
alongside the Beatles' Sergeant Peppers 
Lonely Hearts Club Band as one of the 
most important and influential records 
ever made. Pretty good for a group of 
disaffected kids who only managed to 
stay together for three tumultuous years. 
Likewise, "E.M.I. ," in just three 
minutes and ten seconds of snarling, 
guitar-driven revelation, seems to capture 
the intensity of The Sex Pistols brief rule, 
and subsequent overturning, of popular 
music. 
Before The Pistols released Never 
Mind the Bollocks, they were originally 
signed to old-school record label EMI 
Through a series of "incidents," one 
involving "strong" language leveled 
at the host of lTV's popular Today 
Show, and another involving spitting at 
Heathrow airport, EMI dropped the band 
after only a few months amid growing 
public outrage at the band's apparently 
antisocial behavior. Seeing a sure thing, 
A+M Records swooped in to sign the 
group, but dropped the Pistols soon 
after, citing similar concerns over public 
disapproval. Not to be denied, the Pistols 
finally found a home for their only LP at 
Virgin Records [Editor's note: Ironically, 
Virgin was acquired by EMI in 1992, 
and the Pistol's original label now profits 
from sales of a song that disparages it]. 
Although directed at a singular record 
company, the song's barbs, like most of 
the tracks on Never Mind the Bollocks, 
are aimed at the stuffy, conservative 
establishment (both political and artistic) 
of England circa 1CJ77. The corporate 
monolith of EMI serves as a greater 
symbol for the constricting attitudes that 
seek to stifle new forms of creativity no 
matter how threatening. 
As a potentially marketable band with 
a notoriety already in place even before 
putting out a record, the temptation 
to sign The Pistols must have been 
great-even in the face of an almost 
certain public outcry. Indeed, the lyrics 
of the song seem to be pointing to the 
hypocrisy of EMI's position as both 
member of the established conservative 
order and record company seeking to 
profit from a band that ostensibly sought 
Fuck Punk 
30 Years of Sticking it to the Man ... in Song 
By lain W. Reeve, Assistant Editor 
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Now I understand the significance 
of the Sex Pistols musically. They 
created a new sound that was edgy, 
abrasive, and took all remaining 
preconceptions of what a musician or a 
band was, chewed them up, and vomited 
them back out. The only problem-in 
my opinion anyway-is that in the thirty 
years since it was birthed on the streets 
of London punk has done little to grow, 
diversify, or actually do anything about 
the problems it has made a living off of 
pointing out to disenfranchised kids. In 
fact, it has been so co-opted and watered 
down that it's even difficult to determine 
what would constitute "selling out" 
anymore. 
My biggest problem with punk bands 
over the years is that they have been 
the most prolific perpetrators of one 
of my least favourite cultural crimes: 
outlining and complaining endlessly 
about political and social problems 
through song and then doing absolutely 
sweet fuck all to actually solve them. 
The number of punk musicians who 
have actually become directly involved 
in a cause is pathetically small compared 
to undermine that same order. Johnny 
Rotten sings, "Too many people had the 
suss/ Too many people support us/ An 
unlimited amount/ Too many outlets in 
and out- Who? EMI." By promoting The 
Pistols, EMI and companies like it were, 
perhaps unwittingly, supporting artists 
that actively sought to question, if not 
destroy, the dominant culture. According 
to the lyrics, EMI seems to have only 
seen The Pistols as a novelty act, as 
something from which to acquire a profit 
and be gone. But as Rotten sings they 
to the number who simply strut around 
onstage singing empty lyrics like "fuck 
authority." When you're getting outdone 
by Bono, you know you're in trouble. 
And if you're going to just keep 
playing that same chord (I mean this 
both metaphorically and literally) at least 
push your genre to evolve so you can 
reach new people with the message, in 
hopes that they will do more than just get 
high and sit around complaining about 
war and the police. But no, instead of 
doing this punk stagnated, became more 
palatable to more people, and was then 
neutered and turned into the newest form 
of pop rock. And what was the response 
to this by those who opposed pop-punk? 
You guessed it, the same old three chord, 
two minute, screamy songs complaining 
about how so-and-so had sold out. Hey, 
at least the ones who sold out make 
enough money that they can probably 
afford to give some to charity, instead 
of spending all their time grabbing used 
couches out of people's back alleys. 
My message here is that it takes more 
than a poorly tuned guitar, a lack of 
musical talent, and a total disregard for 
your vocal chords to make change in the 
world. It also takes more than a can of 
were far more significant, "Don't judge a 
book just by the cover/ Unless you cover 
just another/ And blind acceptance is a 
sign/ Of stupid fools who stand in line 
like EMI." 
Even though the revolutionary strain 
running through early punk rock seems 
to have been successfully co-opted by 
market forces, EMI's dropping of The 
Sex Pistols is a testament to the power 
of art to threaten traditional sources of 
power. 
spray-paint and a skateboard, cause the 
only people who will absorb the message 
are those who already agree with you. 
You have to actually do something. 
Join a political group, go to a faraway 
country and volunteer, or -god forbid 
-actually get involved in politics. Want 
to know why you think the government 
sucks so much? Because everyone who 
agrees with your perspective is too busy 
complaining about the government, 
getting high, and "rebelling" by buying 
the latest from Sum 41 to do anything 
about it. 
At the time, some 30 odd years ago, 
when Johnny Rotten was yelling to a 
rabid crowd that he was an anarchist, 
he probably believed it. But after all 
this time, a best-selling book, tons of 
financial gain, and recently agreeing to 
sell the Sex Pistols back catalogue to 
Universal Music, can we really believe 
that it is still so? When even the legends, 
the founding fathers are selling out it's 
time to take things in a new direction. 
Redefine the music, redefine the lifestyle, 
and redefine the call to action. 
Prove me wrong punk, prove me 
wrong. 
Stuff I've Been Listening To 
Luke Simcoe, A&E Editor 
Listened To: 
The Clash - Combat Rock 
Talking Heads - 77 
Bad Religion -All Ages 
lggy Pop -Lust for Life 
The Buzzcocks - Singles Going Steady 
Elvis Costello- My Aim is True 
Refused - The Shape of Punk to Come 
Blink 182- Dude Ranch 
The Clash - Combat Rock 
When Combat Rock was released in 
1982, The Clash were already bonafied 
rock stars. Hell, the triple LP gluttony 
of Sandanista!, released in 1980, was 
inspired by a friendly rivalry with Bruce 
Springsteen! The band had already left 
their British punk roots behind in favour 
of forays into world music, and many 
punk purists will disparage the record 
in favour of the band's eponymous 
album or London Calling. Still, it 's 
the last album to feature the band's 
original line-up (Mick Jones would 
leave after the record was released, 
and Topper Headon was kicked out 
due to a buregeoning heroin addiction 
shortly thereafter), and while songs 
like "Rock the Casbah" and "Should 
I Stay or Should I Go?" may lack 
the punk fervour of "White Riot" or 
"Garageland," they more than make up 
for it in sheer danceability. 
Talking Heads - 77 
Named after the year it was 
released, the debut album by David 
Byrne and company might actually 
be the very first 'post-punk' album. 
Byrne harnessed the energy of punk, 
but turned off the distortion pedal and 
injected the genre with an indirect sen e 
of irony and an art-school aesthetic 
(the Heads would come together while 
attending The Rhode Island School of 
Design). Initially booed and spat on by 
Ramones' fans, Talking Heads would 
chart a distinctive and influential course 
during their career, forming a long-term 
relationship with pioneering producer 
Brian Eno, recording one of the finest 
live concert films ever made (Stop 
Making Sense, directed by Jonathan 
Demme) and inspiring a number of our 
generation's musical icons; Radiohead 
is a named after the title of a Talking 
Heads song ... ' nuff said. 
Bad Religion - All Ages 
I'm not one to promote 'Best Of' 
collections, but Bad Religion's All 
Ages brings together the band 's finest 
moments from their years on Epitaph 
Records - a label that they founded. 
All Ages culls heavily from the band's 
holy trinity, the successive trio of Suffe r, 
No Control, and Against the Grain, 
and also contains a few live tidbits 
for the real fans, including the classic 
"FuckArmageddon, This is Hell ," and 
a blitzing rendition of "Do What You 
Want." Bad Religion was probably my 
favourite band during my punk days, 
and they weren't afraid to pack their 
songs with intellect and harmony. What 
other punk act would use words like 
"fecundity" and "pulpy conflagrations" 
in the same song!? The band has 
literally been together for over 27 years, 
and I really think that they 're underrated 
when it comes to discussing punk's 
history. 
lggy Pop -Lust for Life 
Heroin addict. Mental patient. 
Homeless vagrant. Pioneer. Icon. There 
are numerous words to describe the 
man born James Newell Osterberg, 
Jr., but no matter what adjectives you 
choose, there's little doubt that punk 
rock was practically birthed from his 
malnourished loins. They call him the 
'Godfather of punk' for a reason, and no 
amount of movie sound tracks and cruise 
ship ads can extinguish the flames of 
songs like "Lust for Life," and "The 
Passenger." 
The Buzzcocks - Singles Going 
Steady 
Singles Going Steady used to be 
an awesome, somewhat punky indie 
record store on Main St. (I think it was 
around 20'h and Main). Named after the 
Buzzcocks' notorious singles collection, 
it was one of the last places where I 
still purchased physical ·CDs. In fact, 
I think the last record that I bought 
there was The Dead Kennedys' Give 
Me Convenience, or Give Me Death. 
Anyway, The Buzzcocks took smart, 
sharp and short pop songs, and twisted 
them into something subversive and 
sinister (see: "Orgasm Addict," the first 
track on Singles). Guitarist Pete Shelley 
and singer Howard Devoto made a great 
songwriting team, and they can arguably 
be considered 'the glimmer twins' of 
punk rock. 
Elvis Costello - My Aim is True 
A former first generation computer 
programmer who sported Buddy Holly 
glasses and fitted shirts didn't exactly 
conjure up the spitting image of Sid 
Vicious, but perhaps because he spat the 
same kind of sardonic poetry as Johnny 
Rotten- albeit disguised as reggae-
tinged ballads- or perhaps simply 
because the infamous Stiff Records 
chose to release My Aim is True in 1977, 
Elvis Costello found himself caught 
up in punk rock's momentum. Punk or 
not, Costello still had the balls to play 
"Radio, Radio" (a song NBC had told 
him he was not to play because it was 
critical of the mass media) on his first 
appearance on SNL- a move that the 
Beastie Boys would pay tribute to by 
playing the song with Costello during 
one of their first SNL appearances. You 
can find both performances on YouTube. 
Refused -The Shape of Punk to 
Come 
The subtitle of this Swedish hardcore 
record was 'a chimerical bombination 
in twelve bursts.' It sounds silly, 
but when I first heard this record in 
1998, it was like someone literally 
dropped a bomb on everything that I 
thought punk rock was. TSOPTC is a 
literate, cohesive, and fully articulated 
assault on punk conventions, and it 
reverberates with the sound of a genre 
being pushed to its limits. Heavily 
influenced by Marxist thought and 
experimental 'punk' bands like Nation 
of Ulysses, the premise of the record 
was that punk could no longer be anti-
establishment by continuing to package 
' revolutionary ' lyrics in sounds that 
had been increasingly co-opted into the 
mainstream. The album was a rallying 
cry for "New Noise" within the genre, 
and the songs incorporated everything 
THU~SDAY ; 
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$12.75 pitchers 
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metal, techno, spoken word, jazz, and 
even classical elements (such as the 
stunning cello sequence in "Tannhauser/ 
Derive"). The musicianship alone is 
enough to rank it as one of the best 
punk or hardcore records ever, but 
it's the conceptual statement of intent 
embodied in The Shape of Punk to 
Come that makes it one of the best 
records of all time regardless of genre. 
Blink 182 - Dude Ranch 
Contrary to what a lot of people 
think, punk didn't die in the 1980s. In 
fact, it stuck around until September 
23, 1997, the day Blink 182's video for 
"Damrnit" premiered on MTV. Don't 
get me wrong, I LOVED this record 
when it came out, but there 's no doubt 
in my mind that it gave rise to the mall-
punk invasion, and it left us with little 
else than a few laughs and the bloated 
carcasses of Angels & Airwaves and 
+44. 
THURSDAY, 
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Features 
It's time for Micro-Apartments 
on Columbia Street 
By Duncan DeLorenzi 
In this current housing crunch we 
should be building more and smaller 
apartments for those of us who are on 
the other end of the housing market; 
renters: Downtown New Westminster 
would be a perfect place to begin 
designing and constructing a series of 
micro-apartments. First off, the location 
is close to Douglas College could thus 
potentially be a great location for full-
time students who are not necessarily 
from the area but still need a place to 
live while they are attending college. 
Secondly, an influx of younger, 
hipper-albeit poorer-people would 
be a boon to New Westminster's 
downtown core. Ever since I moved to 
this city in 1986 the downtown area has 
been a dumpy, skid row type of place 
that I don't really go to except when 
I'm using the SkyTrain or shopping for 
camping gear at the Army and Navy. 
Since Expo 86 the New Westminster 
SkyTrain station has attracted drug 
dealers and lowlifes from all over the 
lower mainland, though to be fair, the 
area has been cleaned up somewhat in 
recent years. 
Mayor Wayne Wright and his 
Royal City Council have undertaken 
various projects to induce life into 
the downtown core, including 
implementing the downtown heritage 
revitalization agreement-a bylaw 
which has resulted in the restoration 
of the old BC Electric building at 774 
Columbia, now the new home of the 
Salvation Army. They have also issued 
permits and variances to developers to 
build more condos in the area, and, as 
part of the Central Valley Greenway 
expansion, introduced a bicycle 
lane and back-in angle parking on 
Columbia Street. This latter project was 
undertaken in order to slow down and 
reduce automobile traffic on Columbia 
by diverting it to either Front or Royal 
Streets, and therefore increase the foot 
traffic downtown. So far, I think this 
particular exercise has, in fact, had 
favourable results. However, once 
TransLink's Gateway project goes 
ahead, and Front Street is widened to 
include the controversial north Fraser 
perimeter road, vehicle traffic through 
the downtown core may increase yet 
again. But that's another story. 
Anyway, the idea of having a 
series of well-designed, creatively 
and architecturally innovative, energy 
efficient micro-apartments downtown 
just might be the thing that the area 
needs to help rejuvenate it. And I'm 
talking strictly rental units here! This 
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"Small, affordable rental units would attract college 
students, artists, and others with fixed or lower incomes." 
type of housing would most likely 
attract people who would actually live 
and spend time in the area, as opposed 
to the wealthy condo owners who most 
likely only see New Westminster as a 
bedroom community or a stepping stone 
into Vancouver. Small, affordable rental 
units would attract college students, 
artists, and others with fixed or lower 
incomes. A mix like this actually living 
in the downtown area would inevitably 
help in providing a stronger base for the 
restaurants, cafes, book stores, and other 
small businesses that are struggling to 
make a go of it on Columbia Street. 
Imagine if you were a college student 
living in a 300 square foot apartment 
in downtown New West. Most likely 
you would spend a fair amount of time 
outside of your place, studying perhaps 
in the school library, working out in 
the school or community gym, or just 
hanging with friends at Starbucks. 
Living close to school and transit, you 
wouldn't need a car to get around so 
you would likely find yourself shopping 
locally and finding nearby sources of 
entertainment. By virtue of actually 
living in the area where you spend most 
of your time, you'd be helping to foster 
a stronger sense of community. 
This is exactly what the downtown 
area of New Westminster needs. A 
study that came out about two years 
ago showed that New Westminster is 
the second most "walkable" city in the 
greater Vancouver area-second only to 
Vancouver's downtown West End. This 
is mainly due to New West's uptown 
area where there is a relatively compact 
plethora of rental apartments which 
supply a steady market for the small 
businesses there. The same thing could 
happen in downtown NW if a large 
number of affordable, higher density 
apartments were constructed there. In 
the jargon of politicians, this kind of 
project would be a "win-win" situation 
all around. 
Since the early 1990s the average 
house size has been on the rise all 
across North America (in fact the 
average house size has doubled since 
the 1950s). With a growing economy 
people want more toys, and bigger 
houses to store them in. That's all well 
and fine if we desire nothing more 
than to continue on this road of ever-
expanding capitalism, but here and now, 
in the twenty-first century, I believe 
most of us are just a little smarter than 
that and we're just about ready for a 
collective shift in our thinking. The 
vacancy rate in the greater Vancouver 
area is at an all time low, homelessness 
is at an all time high, and now we're 
starting to see that even professional 
people like journalists and teachers 
simply cannot afford to live in the 
communities where they work. It's 
time for some real and practical housing 
solutions. 
Anyone who's ever been to Japan 
will see how that country, with 
communities of very high density, 
have been exceptionally creative in 
corning up with ways to economize 
en everything from housing, to 
garbage collection and recycling, to 
water conservation, to transportation. 
Basically, everything there is about 
half the size of what we here in North 
America would consider standard. It 
doesn' t matter if it 's an automobile 
or a washing machine, they ' re built 
smaller. The houses there are much 
smaller too, situated literally right next 
to each other, on streets half the width 
of our streets. This may all seem just a 
little too claustrophobic for a first time 
visitor, but after settling in, one quickly 
comes to not only accept the inherent 
smallness of Japan, but to appreciate 
just how well it serves its citizens. 
What is it about our western culture 
that makes us think that bigger is 
better? These days trucks and SUVs 
are bigger than ever, television screens 
and computer monitors are growing, 
and just last year Airbus launched the 
A380, the world's largest passenger 
aircraft. This airplane is as wide as a 
soccer field, seats 555 people, and its 
tail is seven stories tall. As exciting as 
some of these innovations are-and I'll 
admit that I've got one of those three 
foot plasma TV's on my Christmas 
wish list-it's now time, with our finite 
resources, to begin thinking of ways to 
truly begin reducing our footprint on 
the planet. In the process we just may 
recreate a sense of community too. 
I listened to an architect in an 
interview on the CBC the other day 
explain that one 
means that you would be forced to 
either get rid of, or put into storage, 
things like your king sized bed, your 
foosball table, your ocean kayak, 
and your grandmother's crystal 
collection. It means prioritizing your 
life and deciding what exactly is truly 
meaningful and necessary for your 
every day existence. Yes, all you 
packrats, I'm talking to you, micro-
apartment living would mean sacrifice. 
But just think in Zen terms: an 
uncluttered closet equals an uncluttered 
mind-or 
of the reasons that 
show homes and 
display suites in 
North America 
are bigger than 
the actual units 
themselves is so 
that the developer 
can fit more stuff 
inside. Stuff like 
"small apartments 
can be comfortable 
too. You just need 
the right furniture." 
something like 
that. But hey, 
a smaller place 
would also be 
much easier to 
keep clean and 
it would take 
less time to do 
so. And small 
big expensive 
appliances, home 
theatre systems, home libraries, and 
fitness equipment. The idea is that the 
developer may create a few add-on 
sales while prospective home=buyers 
are viewing the demo suite. What it 
boils down to is a great big marketing 
ploy designed to encourage us to buy 
more stuff. 
One aspect of having a smaller 
place is that it would help you to get 
organized. The fact that you would 
invariably have to have less stuff 
apartments can 
be comfortable 
too. Youjust 
need the right furniture . If designed and 
decorated well and with skill, making 
the most use of space and keeping 
functionality as well as aesthetics in 
mind, you can create a very livable 
arrangement. 
So who will pay for the construction 
of these micro-apartments? Well, since 
there is not much money in rentals 
these days, I think we can count the 
developers out. However, I have 
another idea; how about if the city of 
New Westminster were to take out a 
development loan for the project? They 
could purchase property downtown, say 
an old building that's ready to be tom 
down, and then they could make use 
of labour from a local trades training 
school. The people learning how to be 
carpenters and plumbers at various local 
vocational institutions need projects to 
practice on just like an apprentice hair 
stylist needs courageous guinea pigs to 
experiment with. The city could recruit 
some of these folks at more negotiable 
rates. Then, after the apartments are 
built and they are being rented out at 
fair market prices, the city could begin 
to pay off their loan. It 's a long-term 
investment for the city and at the same 
time Douglas College students-and 
hopefully many others-could have 
more options for affordable housing. 
Once the loan was paid off the city 
would even have a source of revenue 
which they could put towards other 
useful, community-minded projects. 
In this regard, the city gains by 
creating a source of perpetual revenue, 
as well as by adding to the diversity 
and vibrancy of their community, 
particularly on Columbia Street where 
they've been struggling to make 
improvements for decades. Of course 
there is a big issue of conflict of interest 
here with this type of scenario, but I'm 
sure those details could be worked out. 
In the long-term this could be a very 
viable project. 
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Sports 
The Curse of the 
Cubs Continues 
By Garth McLennan, Acting Sports Editor 
Ah, the Chicago Cubs. The most 
cursed team in the history of baseball. 
Red Sox fans might disagree, but it's 
true. As Chicago made another hasty 
exit from the baseball post-season, let's 
take a look back at baseball's most 
tortured team. 
It's been 99 years since Chicago fans 
have seen a World Series title come to 
the north side of Chicago. Since 1945, 
Chicago has been plagued by "The 
Curse." The origins of the infamous 
curse lie back at the closing of 1945, 
while the Cubs were immersed in their 
last World Series. 
In that fateful series, fan Billy Sianis 
purchased a pair of box seats for himself 
and his pet goat to the fourth game. As 
the game progressed, Chicago Cubs 
owner Philip Knight Wrigley griped 
about the smell emanating from the 
goat and had both fan and goat tossed 
from the game. As Sianis departed the 
building in a rage, he declared "The 
Cubs will never win a World Series 
so long as the goat is not allowed in 
Wrigley Field!" That was the beginning. 
The Cubs fell in that Series to their 
opponents, the Detroit Tigers, and 
throughout the decades, the legend of 
the curse has lived on. 
In September, 1969, at New York's 
Shea Stadium, a NY fan let a black 
cat on the field. The Cubs finished the 
season 8-17, losing the division title to 
the Mets, who would capture the World 
Series that year. 
In the 1984 NLCS, Cub Leon 
Durham dropped a flyball out, which 
allowed the Padres to storm back and 
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win the series. 
The most recent example, and one 
that cemented the reality of the curse in 
the hearts and minds of Cubs fans, was 
the case of Steve Bartman in 2003. The 
Cubs were ahead three games to two 
against the Marlins during the NLCS, 
leading them during the eight inning. 
Florida's Luis Castillo drove a foul ball 
down the left field line and Moises Alou 
went to make the catch. What happened 
next will live on in Cubs history forever. 
Steve Bartman, a fan, reached out 
and nabbed the ball just before Alou 
could get his glove on it. This rallied 
the Marlins, who scored an astonishing 
eight runs that inning to take the game. 
Florida went on to win the series. 
The curse has even reached out to 
strike former Cubs players. Just take a 
look at Bill Buckner of the Boston Red 
Sox, another cursed team. Buckner, 
whose horrific gaffe cost the Red Sox 
the World Series, had been a Chicago 
Cub two years beforehand, and was 
wearing his Cubs batting glove under 
his first baseman's glove. It was like 
the Curse of the Goat and the Curse of 
the Bambino hooked up on that one to 
really send a message. 
This year, the Cubs, despite investing 
a whopping $300 million in player 
salaries, getting a tremedous year from 
Alfonso Soriano, and having one of the 
highest payrolls in baseball, were swept 
by the Arizona Diamondbacks. 
Well, maybe next year, year 100, will 
be the magic number. Until then, all 
Cubs fans can say is: "what's next?" 
Men's Basketball 
Tournament to be 
~c2Q!~.~!.~~Edi~t Douglas 
This weekend, Douglas College 
will play host to Langara, Red Deer, 
Malaspina, Capilano, Camosun, 
Mount Royal, SAlT, and of course, 
Douglas, all elite schools from around 
Western Canada, in the yearly Royal's 
Basketball Tournament. 
All of the games will be held at the 
Douglas College New Westminster 
campus, with ticket prices just $2 for 
students with ID cards and $6 for all 
other adults. The competition begins 
Friday, October 12, with Douglas's first 
game beginning at 8:30P.M. against 
Mount Royal. Douglas plays SAlT at 
8:00 P.M. on Saturday, and Red Deer at 
2:00 P.M. on Sunday. 
Douglas made the country proud 
earlier this year by besting NCAA's 
Boise State University, with resident 
superstar Bol Kong scoring 33 points in 
a 109-100 Douglas victory. 
So come on down this weekend to 
see how Douglas competes against the 
best from Canada. You get great action 
for a low cost. Plus, we all get the treat 
of watching Bol Kong, who, mark my 
words, is going to play in the NBA one 
day. 
U of A Information Session in Vancouver 
Thursday, October 18 
7:00pm 
Fairmont Waterfront 
900 Canada Place Way 
Meet the President, Dr Indira Samarasekera! 
Office of the Registrar and Student Awards 
780.492.3113 • www.registrar.ualberta.ca 
Need a job? 
Would you like to become a 
· student journalist? 
As we enter a new year of publishing at the Other Press, 
we are in need of contributors. This is your opportunity 
to gain skills in photography, writing, graphic design, 
editing and much more. 
We also have several staff positions available 
which are listed below. These are paid positions 
which average over $1o.oo an hour. 
Graphic Editor 
Sports Editor 
•• News Editor 
Features Freelancer 
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The Other News 
NASA Study Indicates Upwards of 
80°/o of Bumper Sticker Claims 
-are Fraudulent 
By "Salty" Liam Britten 
CAPE CANAVERAL, 
FL- In a study released 
Wednesday, NASA has come 
to the conclusion that the vast 
majority of claims made by 
adhesive emblems affixed to 
the back of one's automobile, 
or "bumper stickers," as 
they are popularly known, 
make disingenuous claims. 
Michael Griffin, NASA's top 
administrator, writes in the 
report that the exact number 
of misinforming tags could be 
greater than 80 percent of the 
net total of all such labels. 
"Across the entire spectrum 
ofbumperstickers,falsehoods 
abound. During the course 
of our three-year study, we 
found thousands of examples 
ofexaggeration,unfair 
comparisons, and even out-and-
out lying, especially in the case 
of claims regarding the vehicle 
owner's penis size." 
Continued Griffin, "We saw 
approximately 17,000 decals 
in support of the progressive 
rock band Journey, despite the 
fact that the last documented 
Journey fan died in 1987. The 
study also found that a full 
40 percent of Jesus-fish are 
owned by atheists. While this 
is excellent use of situational 
irony, it is still quite deceptive." 
When asked if he felt that the 
study was worth the $6 billion 
budget allocated by the federal 
government, Griffin deflected 
criticism. "Studies like this 
are highly important; it's what 
we do best here at NASA. As 
a result of this study, we have 
revealed many factual errors 
in these decals that could be 
misleading to the uninformed 
public. For example, through 
careful, holistic demographic 
studies, we have revealed that 
as a prepubescent male of 
his income level, the cartoon 
character Calvin of"Calvin and 
Hobbes" fame is more likely to 
urinate in a toilet as opposed to 
a Ford or Chrysler insignia." 
Griffin claims that he is 
pleased with the study, but 
expressed that further research 
was necessary. He stated that he 
is optimistic that his agency will 
be approved for a $16 billion 
grant to determine the actual 
number of people whose "other 
car is a Lamborghini." 
More than fifty lies were found on the bumper of this Portlamd car alone. 
Critics Pan Your Drunken Friend's 
!?.,!Ya!? Chappelle Impression 
BURNABY, BC -
"Predictable," "disposable" and 
"unabashedly dull" were some 
of the scathing pronouncements 
about last Friday's intoxicated 
impression of Dave Chappelle 
made by your friend Mike 
"Kegstand" Cowell while at a 
house party. 
Drawing on material 
from the hit Comedy Central 
programme "Chappelle's 
Show," Cowell's savagely 
criticized imitation to an 
audience of approximately eight 
party guests featured elements 
familiar to the show's fans such 
as repeated cries of "I'm Rick 
James, bitch!" and cheers in the 
style of hip-hop producer Lil' 
Jon. 
After the evening's well-
received Carlos Mencia 
impression, and celebrated 
Stephen Colbert caricature, 
which both took place after 
Kyle hit the beer bong like a 
champ, there had been high 
expectations for Cowell's 
Chappelle, particularly during 
Cowell's pre-performance 
inquiries to other guests of 
"Dude, man, seriously, have 
you ever seen that episode of 
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Chappelle where he totally 
lays in to Rick James?" The 
impression, once underway, 
met with almost uniformly 
forced laughter from other 
drinking companions, and a few 
disappointed, derisive remarks 
of"Weak, dude." 
Influential New York Times 
critic Ben Brantley described 
the performance as "toothless 
and predictable" and said it 
"oscillates wildly between weak 
characterizations, and even 
weaker pacing," while Variety 
called the tribute "beyond 
rescue." Washington Post 
critic Peter Marks wrote that 
"Cowell's bland interpretations 
and weak choices of material 
such as the Rick James sketch, 
Samuel Jackson Beer, and 
Tyrone the Crackhead sketch is 
not only predictable, but also as 
a genuine insult to those who 
truly love the art of theatre." 
Despite the overwhelmingly 
negative press your drinking 
companion has received, 
expectations are still high for 
his upcoming lampooning of 
Dane Cook, slated to take place 
next Friday, just after tequila 
shots. 
Todar's DOSt-secondarr 
students need more than 
a minimum wage iob. 
'' 
The BC government's proposed changes to our 
post-secondary education system don't add up. 
Students won't get access to the skills and knowledge they 
need to get ahead because the government's Campus 2020 
Plan fails to fix the key problems of affordability and access. 
Our students deserve better. Their futures depend on it. '' 
~~~· Federation of 
FPSE Post-Secondary Educators 
Find out more. www. takeaction. fpse.ca 
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